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This project aims to sculpt a topographic layer, that will be used to mediate the different projects it 
is surrounded by.
Here we take advantage of our location on the site and our good understanding of the complexity of 
both Gullbergvass actants and the ecosystem services hierarchy to create a complex system -that 
we will like to compare to a spider web- in order to achieve proper mediation in the site and fine 
tuned architectural elements.
This report is mainly focusing on the project’s geometrical and material conception and rendering.
For module 4, we would like to pursue in better contextualisation of our project, mainly through the 
creation of images and/or models.
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Module 1: Ecosystem services hierarchy Module 2: Posterminalen, between assets

CONCEPT DEFINITION: Supporting Services and Inbetweenness

SUPPORTING SERVICES
-Hydrological Cycle

-Soil Formation
-Nutrient Cycling

-Primary Production

REGULATING SERVICES
-Water Partitioning
-Climate Regulation

-Pest Regulation
...

CULTURAL
SERVICES

-Educational
-Spiritual

-Recreational

FUNCTIONNING  ECOSYSTEM:

PRODUCTIVE SERVICES
-Food
-Water
-Wood

...



Q4: Have you define the borders/physical limits of your project yet?

Number of participants: 19*
*more answers were taking into account for Q2
Date of surveying: 19/11/2020

Q3: Which actants will have the biggest impact on your design?

Q2: What would you say is the focal point/central point of your project? 

Q1: Which team are you from? 

SURVEY: Finding out general design trends surrounding our project - Quantitative Study



Q1: Which team are you from? 

Skansen Lejonet (26.3%)
Tyra - Tore - Andrea - Raphaël - 
Irfan

Centralenområdet (10.5%)
Simon - Miska

Drömmarnas Kaj (10.5%)
Johan - Stina

Flodmynning (26.3%)
Peilin - Isaline - Linnea - Hanna
- Sofia

Götaälvbron (21.1%)
Sarah - Linnéa - Lina - 
Jimmy

Postterminalen (5.3%)
Antoine



Q2: What would you say is the focal point/central point of your 
project? 

-Warehouse
-area between E 45 and river
-Between Nordstand and station up 
until landing of Götaälvbron
-area between the riverbank and 
suprastructure
-Area around highway, E6
-Area just north of central station
-Area between e45 and existing, old 
building north of the road
-The connection from Skansen Lejonet 
to Olskroken
-The gravel field area and it’s connec-
tion the the suprasteucture over e6
-The quay
-highway junction
-the two warehouse buildings in Gul-
bergsvassgatan
-Göta Älv
-River front by Säveån
-Riverfront, to the right of old gaskloc-
kan
-The river (quay) and E45
-Area near the bridge and quay
-The area around the opening of our 
suprastructure tunnel above the E45 
(southwest corner of flodmynning 
suprastructure)
-The quay (and added topography)
big central terminal building, especially 
western half



Q3: Which actants will have the biggest impact on your design?

Ecosystem Daylight Water Ventilation/wind Mobility

Water

90% of 
answers
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Q4: Have you define the borders/physical limits of your project yet?

Yes (63%)

No (27%)



CONCEPT DEFINITION: Webbing

- Linking focal points of projects directly adjacent
- Creating a first bound around the project

- Using the warehouse as an anchor point
- Defining a direct connection between projects and our anchor 
point

CONCEPT DEFINITION: Webbing



CONCEPT DEFINITION: Webbing



Materiality - Constructive System
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CONSTRUCTION: Materiality

To be delivered in 2022
800m - 1km
Between Stadstjänaregatan and Falutorget

Nedskänkning - New underground section of E45:

Completed  in 2006
1.6 km
From Järntorget to Rosenlund

- Generated a 70m high «mountain» in Vädermotet, Hisin-
gen
- 800 000 cubic meters of clay extracted
- metric tons of rocks extracted (1800T in 2002 only)

Consequences of Götatunneln - Existing underground 
section of E45:



Mass Plan



Rational vs Irrational Grid study:



Structural Evolution: Posts - Transversal Beams

These posts were placed along the grid by the use of 
a Python script I adjusted and wrote in that purpose: Placing posts along our grid. Each one has a specific 

height, depending on its location within the system. 

Placing transversal beams, joing posts, adapted to 
posts’ heights and giving transversal inclination. 
Towards the river. 

import rhinoscriptsyntax as rs

pts = rs.GetObjects(«Select points ...», filter=1)
blockName = rs.GetString(«Name of block to copy ...»)

if pts:
    for pt in pts:
        if rs.IsBlock(blockName):
            rs.InsertBlock(blockName, pt, [1,1,1], 0)
        else:
            print «No valid block name entered.»
else:
    print «No points selected.»



Structural Evolution: Transversal Beams - Longitudinal Beams

These beams were re-shaped to follow the inclination 
intended through a grasshopper script I made: Placing longitudinal beams, giving longitudinal inclina-

tion to the topography



Structural Evolution: Longitudinal Beams - Rammed earth walls (transversal)

Placing transversal walls, under the beams, across the 
site. Phase 1. Made of rammed earth.



Structural Evolution: Rammed earth walls - Final

Creating final spaces to receive soil and rocks, with 
final inclination in both directions.



Structural Evolution: Final

Creating final spaces to receive soil and rocks, with 
final inclination in both directions.
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Rammed earth wall 
width: 1m

Rock bed-layer
Height: 0.4m

«Site concrete» beam
Height: 0.9m

Natural soil formation
through green area implementationOpen spaces on the surface:

-public and outdoor 
-continuity of the superstructure

Use of site concrete and rammed earth:
-facilitating the creation of service buil-
dings on the surface
-continuity of the superstructure

Locally extracted soil
from E45 tunnel



Principle and module 4:

The final structural plan is a 741x460m inclinated grid, 
made of 52x34 modules.

Clay and mixed 
soil from
E45 tunnel

Base layer of rocks, 
extracted from the 
E45 tunnel


